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Soii telle Exaggerates
French. And the sympathy of the West fo
the very real dilemma which confronte
both the French at home and the French
in Algeria has naturally been affected by;
this decision.

More, the conduct of the OAS since the
Evian armistice has indicated that the'
French decision was necessary. For while;
there was terror (and counterterror) during.
the Algerian civil war, the wanton killings'
by the OAS, the robbing and burning and:
bombing, convey the impression that
nothing the Moslem majority might do to`
the Europeans in an independent Algeria;
could be quite as bad as what the Europeans
are now doing to the Moslems and tod
themselves.

The danger of Communism in Algeria is;
real. Mr. Soustelle exaggerates the danger
in France. But in any case, a French Algeria
is no longer a possible alternative to thai
danger. Rather, the bitterness and the divir
sions promoted by the effort to keep Algeri4
French are promoting the very threat that

costly effort to keep Algeria Mr. Soustelle so movingly evokes.I

Jacques Soustelle, former Gaullist, now
informs the American people through the
columns of "The National Review" that not
only will an independent Algeria "inevitably
become Communist," but that the obstacles
to a Communist takeover are being removed
in metropolitan France.

The danger of Communism in North

D
ica has always been apparent. The only
stion was whether that danger would be

nhanced or diminished by the independ-
ence of the North African states . Certainly
prolonged turmoil and civil war, whatever
their root causes, provide fuel for Communist
fires ; equally certainly, in new states strug-
gling with unfamiliar governmental forms
and difficult economic situations, there is
always the possibility that Communists will
seize the authority of the state.

But France—not just President de Gaulle
—has chosen to take the risk of seeing an
independent Algeria thrust into Communism
rather than allowing strain and discontent
multiply both in Algeria and in France by
prolonging the
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